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Collecting, Organizing, Trading Big Data
The meeting will analyze the effects of big data in human and life sciences as well as in the
development of new technologies from a historical, ethnographical and critical perspective. Experts
with various backgrounds will address the impact, application, promises and controversies related
to them.
Since the first Swiss STS Meeting in Zürich in 1999, several conferences have been organized with
the Swiss Association for the Study of Science, Technology and Society (STS-CH), like the STS Summer
School 2001 in Lausanne, the EASST conference 2006 in Lausanne, the Swiss STS Meeting
2008 ScienceFutures in Zurich, the Science Going Neuro Conference 2010 in Basel. STS-CH intends to
encourage and promote the social, historical and philosophical study of the sciences in Switzerland.
The next Swiss STS Meeting, to be held 20-22 February 2014 at the University of Lausanne, is devoted to
the subject of big data, of scientific projects based on the production, management and analysis of very large
quantities of data. Creating biobanks, statistical processing of behavior and ways of life of large cohorts,
computerized modeling of cerebral functioning or human genome sequencing are research practices that a
priori seem to bear witness to new ways of doing science. They raise novel questions as to their impact and
the concrete applications they promise both in social and sanitary politics as well as in the development of
new technologies. This meeting attempts to scrutinize the notion of big and its effects (conceptual, rhetoric
and practical) in the human and life sciences through two lines of thought: Does the processing of large
quantities of data give way to more reliable, useful, efficient, convincing and implementable explanations or
does it generate new problems? How do the fabrication modes and tools of big data differ from the ones
employed in the production of atlases, encyclopedias, censuses or other collections of information in the
19th and 20th centuries?
We invite participants to discuss the concrete stages of the fabrication and usage of big data, and the
problems each of these steps might raise: collecting, discriminating, sharing, sorting, touching, seeing,
visualizing, choosing algorithms, conserving, standardizing, applying, etc. The meeting intends to encourage
contributions that adopt a historical, ethnographical, critical and reflexive perspective and that suggest
comparison of ways of collecting and analyzing large quantities of data. The Swiss STS Meeting will last
three days, and will host plenary sessions, roundtables, and paper sessions. It proposes to bring together
keynote speakers of the field and young STS scholars (PhD candidates and postdoc).

STS-CH
The Swiss Association for the Studies of Science, Technology and Society (STS-CH) was founded in 2001
as a platform for interdisciplinary approaches to science and technology, and has been a member of the
Swiss Academy Humanities and Social Sciences (SAGW-ASSH) since 2006.
The goal of STS-CH is to promote the socio-political, historical and epistemological study of the sciences in
Switzerland by organizing conferences and facilitating contacts among scholars. Activities include the coorganization of local STS-events, international symposia and Swiss STS meetings.
For further information, please visit our website: www.sagw.ch/sts-ch.
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PROGRAM
Thursday 20 February
08:30

Welcome & coffee

09:00

Introduction

The organizing committee

Amphimax 414

Keynote speaker

Bruno J. Strasser (University of Geneva): The “Data Deluge”: The
Production of Scientific Knowledge in the 21st Century

Amphimax 414

09:30-10:30

Amphimax 414

Coffee break

Amphimax 414
S.1. Controversies
• Vincent Devictor: Turning the Bio-Sphere into a Data-Sphere: the
Empowerment of Knowledge Production in Biodiversity Sciences
• Gabriel Dorthe: Data and Oil: From Small to Big – Return Ticket

11:00-12:30

Parallel sessions

12:30-14:00

Lunch

14:15-15:15

Keynote speaker

S.2. An STS Perspective On The City
• Introduction by Monika Kurath, Jean Ruegg and Ignaz Strebel: STS
and the Urban ; Research Foci in Switzerland
• Christoph Michels: 	
  The City as Socio-Material Performance
• Ignaz Strebel: Repair, Maintenance and Heterogeneous Engineering
• Jan Silberberger, Peter Tränkle: 	
  Design Competitions Framing
Urban Development
• Marko Marskamp: 	
  Re-thinking Zones
• Wrap up by Francisco Klauser

17:30- 18:45

Parallel Sessions

Roundtable

Anthropos Café

Amphimax
Cafeteria
Sabina Leonelli (University of Exeter): What Difference Does Quantity
Make? On the Epistemology of Big Data in Biology

Coffee break

15:30-17:00

Amphimax 414

Amphimax 414

Amphimax 414
S.3. Beyond Big Data
• Wifak H. Gueddana: 	
  Studying Online Communities:
A Qualitative Exploration Into the Potential of Big Data
• Lara Huber: 	
  Data Sharing in the Advent of a Cloud Computing.
Prospects and Perils of Big Databasing in Neuroscience – a
Philosophical Analysis
• Nadine Levin, Dagmara Weckowska, Sabina Leonelli, David Castle
and John Dupre : 	
  Questioning the « Openness » of Big Data

Amphimax 414

S.4. When Size Doesn't Matter: Fabricating Data In The Field Of
Aesthetic Practices
• Introduction by Priska Gisler and Monika Kurath: 	
  Comparing
Architecture, Design, and the Fine Arts: An Introduction to the
Research Project « Aesthetic Practices after Bologna »
• Drilona Shehu: Fine Arts – From Practices to Discourse and Back:
Reconstituting Artistic Practices
• Monica Gaspar:	
  Design – Divide and rule? The fragmentation of the
design discipline as a symptom of academization
• Anna Flach: 	
  Architecture – Collecting, Organizing and Processing
Data in and around the Architectural Classroom

Anthropos Café

Roundtable with a panel of Big Data managers in the field of life
sciences
Thomas Heinis, Vincent Mooser, Patrice Poiraud

Amphimax 414

19:00

Apéritif

Amphimax 414

19:15

STS-CH General Assembly

Anthropos Café
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Friday 21 February
09:30-10:30

Keynote speaker

Aaro Tupasela (University of Helsinki): Preserving National
Treasures: Productivity and Waste in Biobanking

Coffee break

11:00-12:30

Parallel sessions

12:30-14:00

Lunch

14:15-15:15

Keynote speaker

Amphimax 414
S.5. Big Data As Scientific Promises I
• Introduction by Marc Audétat
• Gaïa Barazzetti:	
  Promises of Biobanking for Prospective
Genomic Research
• Olivier Glassey: Information Technologies as social
Promises from Virtual Communities to Big Data

Amphimax 414

S.6. Same Old Data?
• Emmanuel Delille: Using CorText to Deal with Large
Medical Databases: The Example of a Study on the
History of Psychiatric Epidemiology
• David Gentilcore and Egidio Priani:	
  Insanityʼs Archive:
Towards a Data Set of Asylum Patients in Late 19th
Century Venice
• Sophie Mützel: Analyzing Large Quantities of Texts to
Trace the Emergence of a New Scientific Field

Anthropos Café

Unithèque Cafeteria
Anne Beaulieu (University of Groningen): Big Data as
Knowledge Production

Coffee break

15:30-17:00

Parallel sessions

Amphimax 414

Amphimax 414
Amphimax 414

S.7. Big Data As Scientific Promises II
• Richard Marion: Engineering the Future – A Chinese
Promise?
• Anne-Sophie Godfroy: Challenging the Benchmarking
Culture:
New Epistemologies for Large Scale International Cross
Comparisons in Human and Social Sciences
• Vincent Pidoux:	
  Neuroscience and the Promise of Big
Sample Size
S.8. Capturing The Social
• Anders Blok and Hjalmar Carlsen:	
  Envisioning the Social
via Big Data: Interferences and Alignments in a
Multidisciplinary Social Science Collaboration
• Primavera De Filippi:	
  Big Data, Big Responsibilities:
Analyzing the Legal and Moral Obligations of Online
Operators in the Era of Big Data
• Sami Coll and Olivier Glassey:	
  Bigger than Data?
Analyzing Big data in their Production Context
Roundtable with a panel of Big Data managers in the field
of social sciences and humanities
Frédéric Kaplan, Jean-Henry Morin, Boi Faltings,	
  Stéphane
Grumbach

Amphimax 414

Anthropos Café

17:30- 18:45

Roundtable

Amphimax 414

19:00

Dining buffet

Amphimax 414

20:30

Cultural Event : “Pulse-Wave-Beat” Night

Le Bourg Café

Saturday 22 February
09:45-10:30

Breakfast

10:30-11:30

Keynote speaker

Rebecca Lemov (Harvard University): Dreams as the Stuff of
Data: A Turning Point in Mid-Twentieth-Century Big Social
Science

Amphimax 414

Plenary Session

S.9. An Epistemic Turning Point?
• Martin Deschauer: Computer Simulations as Unifying
Models?
• Alban Frei: Big Numbers & Big Data – Systems Biology in
Switzerland
• Ronan Le Roux: Theory-ladenness in omic biomarker
research

Amphimax 414

11:30-13:00

Amphimax Cafeteria
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Anne Beaulieu
University of Groningen

Big Data as Knowledge Production!
Friday 21 February 2014, 14:15-15:15

In this talk, I will consider big data as a form of knowledge production that has developed in relation the
changes we have observed in the past decades in terms growth, accountability, network effects and
technology. From this analysis, the need to understand and coordinate kinds of formalisation and the
focus on patterns detection as an epistemic strategy emerge as key features of big data as a form of
knowledge production. This framing of big data, not only as a new ʻobjectʼ for science, but also as a set of
practices, technologies and institutional arrangements enables us to design research programmes (such
as EnergySense) that go beyond the one-size fits all approach of many funding schemes and centres–
while mobilizing the promissory potential of Big Data.

Rebecca Lemov

Dreams as the Stuff of Data:
A Turning Point in Mid-Twentieth-Century Big Social Science

Harvard University

Saturday 22 February 2014, 09:30-10:30
Contrary to popular depictions, big data is salient not only because it is big in terms of scale of the
information compiled and available to be used, but also–and perhaps especially–because it is able to
penetrate into the realm of the subjective. Big data promises access to ever-more-intimate parts of human
experience. Its users can manipulate it (or so the promise goes) to describe or predict who will fall in love
with whom, who will vote for whom, the preference for certain comestibles or sensations, the likelihood
one may die tomorrow, or the way in which spiritual enlightenment works. This paper frames the largescale search for ever-more-personal data historically by examining a sort of “data ruin,” an ambitious but
forgotten archive from the mid-twentieth century American psycho-anthropological and social sciences
that was an attempt to capture the un-capturable: more and more elusive forms of data residing at the very
edge of visibility. The paper examines the network of techniques and technologies, the background of
methodological zeal, and some of the scholarly institutions and research exponents that combined to
make possible this unusual data clearinghouse. I will touch on the technique of the “human document,” a
brief history of the microcard, and the targeting of dreams from non-literate people in large amounts, all of
which suggest an ongoing operationalization of subjectivity itself.

Sabina Leonelli

What Difference Does Quantity Make?
On the Epistemology of Big Data in Biology

University of Exeter

Thursday 20 February 2014, 14:15-15:15
This paper focuses the epistemological significance of big data within biology: is big data science a whole
new way of doing research? Or, in other words: what difference does data quantity make to knowledge
production strategies and their outputs? I argue that the novelty of big data science does not lie in the
sheer quantity of data involved, though this certainly makes a difference to research methods and results.
Rather, the novelty of big data science lies in (1) the prominence and status acquired by data as scientific
commodity and recognised output; and (2) the methods, infrastructures, technologies and skills developed
to handle (format, disseminate, retrieve, model and interpret) data. These developments generate the
impression that data-intensive research is a new mode of doing science, with its own epistemology and
norms. I claim that in order to understand and critically discuss this claim, we need to analyze the ways in
which data are actually disseminated and used to generate knowledge, and use such empirical study to
question what counts as data in the first place. Accordingly, the bulk of this paper reviews the
development of sophisticated ways to disseminate, integrate and re-use data acquired on model
organisms over the last three decades of work in experimental biology. I focus on online databases as a
6

key infrastructure set up to organise and interpret such data; and on the diversity of expertise, resources
and conceptual scaffolding that such databases draw upon in order to function well, including the ʻOpen
Dataʼ movement which is currently playing an important role in articulating the incentives for sharing
scientific data in the first place. This case study illuminates some of the conditions under which the
evidential value of data posted online is assessed and interpreted by researchers wishing to use those
data to foster discovery, which in turn informs a philosophical analysis of what counts as data in the first
place, and how data relate to knowledge production. In my conclusions, I reflect on the difference that data
quantity is making in contemporary biological research, the methodological and epistemic challenges of
identifying and analyzing data given these developments, and the opportunities and worries associated to
big data discourse and methods.

Bruno J. Strasser

The “Data Deluge”:
The Production of Scientific Knowledge in the 21st Century!

University of Geneva

Thursday 20 February 2014, 09:30-10:30
The notions of “data deluge” and “big data” have taken a firm hold in current discourses about science and
society. They serve to define a new era in the history of science where data is more abundant than ever
before and knowledge is directly derived from data. But as several scholars have pointed out, there have
been many precedent to the current “data deluge”. And each era has devised its own material and social
technologies to store, organize, and make sense of overwhelming amounts of data. By opening a dialogue
about the past, present, and future of data, one can better distinguish what is new and what is not in
todayʼs “data deluge”. Looking at the long tradition of collecting, comparing, classifying, and computing
data, it becomes possible to reassess our current models of what knowledge is, how it is produced, to
whom it belongs and who should get credit for producing it. Instead of debating superficial claims about
the revolutionary nature of “big data”, one can get a deeper understanding of present debates about
access, ownership, and authorship in science.

Aaro Tupasela
University of Helsinki

Preserving National Treasures:
Productivity and Waste in Biobanking
Friday 21 February 2014, 09:30-10:30

Within European innovation policy rhetoric, the terms efficiency, productivity and innovation rank high on
the list of catchwords of the day. Within biobanking, donation and altruism have gained a similar status as
catchwords within which collection activities have been traditionally framed. yet within the more
commercially and industry dominated environment the relationship between collecting and producing has
become, at times tenuous and strained. Calculations and expectations of commercial productivity based
on publicly collected and funded collections and research have not always been good bed-fellows. In my
talk I will trace some different discursive contours around which biobanking activities have been framed in
an attempt to shift discussions surrounding the collection and use of tissue sample collections in a more
constructive and productive setting.
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SESSIONS
SESSION 1: Controversies
Thursday 20, 11:00-12:30
Chair: Olivier Glassey

Vincent Devictor
CETCOPRA, Paris I University
ISE, Montpellier 2 University

Turning the Bio-Sphere into a Data-Sphere:
The Political & Scientific Empowerment of Knowledge Production in Biodiversity Sciences
The state and fate of biodiversity have become matters of considerable scientific, political, and social
concern. Knowledge production in biodiversity sciences is thus constrained by the increasing need to
match scientific investigations with political agendas and social worries. The systematic quantification of
nature and the accumulation of big datasets seem successful and promising in offering a flexible and
comprehensive platform of knowledge accumulation about all sorts of natural systems, endorsed by
scientists, policy makers, and society. However, although the origin and impacts of “big data” in natural
sciences have been debated, the motivations of the systematic and global datafication of nature remain to
be discussed. In this paper, I question whether, how, and why the rise of new techniques for quantification
in biodiversity sciences is guided by the co-production of knowledge between scientists and policy
makers. To do so, I will first use a concrete case study to trace the recent emergence of big data in
biodiversity science and its intimate association with a policy framework. Then, I will argue that big data
leads to a manageable mode of knowledge production, aside from the usual field and laboratory practices.
Finally, I will discuss how this process of data accumulation in biodiversity science can be seen as an
implicit structural utopia of knowledge accumulation compatible with action and decision-making. This
analysis suggests that far from being a neutral and technical product, the storage of numerical objects into
big datasets reflects a quest for scientific objectivity and political handling of knowledge in biodiversity
science. Big data is thus currently guided by a political empowerment of knowledge with strong normative
outlines. Overall, this paper suggests that the seemingly “new age of data” must be critically assessed
from multiple angles to avoid the wishful thinking that we can know everything while understanding nothing
in biodiversity science.

Gabriel Dorthe
FGSE, University of Lausanne
CETCOPRA, Paris I University

Data & Oil: From Small To Big – Return Ticket
For several years now, big data has been the subject of numerous publications, conferences and
seminars in the worlds of business and industry. The largest consulting firms (Gartner, McKinsey,…)
regularly publish reports pointing to the difficulty in harnessing this issue as well as it looming expectations
in the fields of marketing, personalized services, health or energy management to state only a few.
In numerous instances, I had the opportunity to hear the strange analogy made between big data and oil
on the mode of the following mantra: «Data is the new oil.» Like oil, big data is considered like a resource
that has to be found, refined, distributed and monetized. A first observation yields that, despite the
massive accumulation of digital data, these actions are not so easy to accomplish. Analysts state that the
composition and formation of datasets are critical, but so is their volume, their variety, their validity and the
velocity they require. Today, research is more concerned with pertinence - that is to say to use the
metaphor of oil with refining the raw data than it is with profitability as if it was possible to create an
abundant and self-powered resource from scratch, to start a new economy whose principle is still to be
controlled; As if the surprise and emergence has to be organized.
A new era is scheduled for tomorrow, if the alchemical formula can be found, transforming clusters of data into
"big data", combining abundance with relevance. In other words, a resource abundant enough to offset the
growing shortage of "old oil", which is currently necessary to run big data infrastructures. The analogy between
oil and big data is taken very seriously by many actors and underlines the same kind of ecstatic expectations.
I will try to listen closely to those expectations, investigating the epistemological foundations underlying
their representation; in order to explore the social context of big data. I will try to meet the little - the
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individual data also the pertinence - behind the big data – massive and abundant; track down the old oil
behind the "new oil".

–––––––––––––––––
SESSION 2: An STS perspective on the City
Thursday 20, 11:00-12:30
As several STS researchers in Switzerland have focused the city, urban planning and factors framing the
development of the urban, like repair, design competitions and zoning, weʼd like to propose a session on
these themes, aside of the meetingʼs main topic. The aim of this session is to reflect on the specific STS
perspective on the city and the ways STS scholars have shaped urban analysis.
Analysing the city through an STS lens, approaches like actor-network theory (ANT) (Latour 2005) and
urban assemblages (Farías & Bender 2009) come into focus. By framing the city as an object that is
continuously newly constituted and reshaped, we have developed an understanding of the city as a
multiply and variably localised accumulation of heterogeneous networks, spaces, strategies and practices,
and as a multiplicity of processes that incorporate and define socio-technical networks, hybrid collectives,
and alternative topologies. Urban life consists of multiple and overlapping socio-material interactions that
include nature, socio-technical networks, hybrid collectives, physical artefacts as well as virtual and
imagined aspects.
Based on this shared methodologies, we will further reflect our approach, using examples out of our
ongoing STS related urban studies projects on repair, design competitions, smart cities and zoning.

Introduction by Monika Kurath, Jean Ruegg, Ignaz Strebel (ETH Zurich):
STS and the Urban; Research Foci in Switzerland

Christoph Michels
University of St.Gallen

The City as Socio-Material Performance
In recent years, attempts to move urban planning from a focus on formal designs to processes of
organizing that take place outside and across the boundaries of well-defined planning projects have
gathered steam. The presentation seeks to contribute to this movement through a conceptual and
empirical reconsideration and revitalization of the notion of participation. Empirically, the presentation is
based on an ethnographic study of a so-called participatory urban development process dedicated to the
question of whether and what kind of a new art museum should be built in a medium-sized city in
Switzerland. Drawing upon Actor-Network Theory (ANT) and its after, I introduce new concepts into the
participation debate and reconstruct how the planning and imagination of a new museum is performed
through heterogeneous „modes of ordering“ (Law 1994). Based on my analysis, I will argue that a
performative politics of participatory processes consists of taking into account the controversies between
multiple organizational realities, and their ongoing translations.

Ignaz Strebel
ETH Zurich

Repair, Maintenance & Heterogeneous Engineering
What could it mean to understand repair and maintenance as translation devices for the city? In this paper
I will apprehend the dynamics of repair and maintenance as heterogeneous engineering (Law 1989),
involving translations as ways of stabilizing facts, artefacts and objects but also as destabilization and
deterritorialisation devices. An attempt to create an urban assemblage as a concurrent process of order
and disorder will be provided in the form of material and social interaction that we recorded in a study on
building repair and maintenance. Some of the issues that will be discussed with the help of these
recordings: the plasticity of the built environment, work practices as qualities of infrastructures, and the link
between material failure and human conduct.
10
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Jan Silberberger, Peter Tränkle
ETH Zurich

Design Competitions Framing Urban Development
With at least 200 architectural competitions a year, Switzerland can be considered the country of
architectural competitions. This fact implies that Switzerlandʼs built environment is significantly influenced
by the outputs of architectural competitions. In our presentation we will trace how these outputs are
generated by combining research on decision-making within jury boards of architectural competitions with
research on the interaction between the client and the executing architecture office during the subsequent
project phase. In doing this, we aim at addressing the various displacements that shape a construction
project from strategic planning and preliminary studies all the way to the building permit. In this manner,
we will embed the architectural competition into the building process and elaborate a perspective on the
latter as a set of intertwining procedures that constantly assess and re-formulate a construction project or
its defining qualities, respectively.

Jean Ruegg, Marko Marskamp
University of Lausanne

Re-Thinking Zones
By analysing planning cultures in Vancouver (Canada) and Zurich (Switzerland)—two cities, comparable
in size and atmosphere— we have focused on zoning as a major tool of land use planning and as a
device that interplays together with urban development. This analysis of urban planning viewed through
the lens of zoning employs a hybrid approach which is based on the concepts of actor-network theory
(ANT) (Latour 2005) and urban assemblages (Farías & Bender 2009). In this regard, zoning is
conceptualized as a non-human actor in an ANT sense that frames and is being framed by a specific
planning culture. Based on first field data in Zurich and Vancouver, we will discuss the interplay of zones
in current urban planning discourses on area development in both cities and the ways an STS analysis
could shed light on such an issue.

Wrap up by Francisco Klauser (University of Neuchâtel).
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SESSION 3: Beyond Big Data
Thursday 20, 15:30-17:00
Chair: Dominique Vinck

Wifak H. Gueddana
ISI Group, London School of Economics

Studying Online Communities:
A Qualitative Exploration into the Potential of Big Data
Platform-enabled communities are a technology-mediated environment fostering a sense of belonging
among community members. They are often materialized through portals and websites which enable
participation and socialization. Platform-enabled communities are dependent upon the sustainability of
their platforms. These are partially designed; they are expected to expand and grow organically through
new linkages, advances in social media and APIs. As participants engage with site features, they interconnect multiple sites, data accounts and repositories such as blogs, doodles, notepads and news pages.
Platform-enabled communities are important to study, as they record membersʼ daily practices and their
memory. To be able to interrogate such a valuable social memory, researchers have built comprehensive
research methodologies using both quantitative and qualitative methods. In this paper we would like to
consider a hybrid methodology combining quantitative visualisation and qualitative analysis.
Epistemologically, combining methods may raise concerns as to whether quantitative and qualitative
assumptions can be integrated meaningfully and how this affects the research, in terms of its scope,
validity and ethics. We argue that computational analytics can extend the scope of qualitative research
and establish a platform for exploration. To illustrate this approach, we rely on a case study about an open
source platform (OSP) for microfinance, namely Mifos.
The Mifos case study consists in a running open software community which seeks to sustain OS code
development to cater to the needs of microfinance grassroots in developing countries. This is a mature
and large OSP that contains several mailing lists, data repositories, subversioning accounts, wikis, etc.
Studying Mifos is challenging. This platform contains a significant quantity of user-generated data that was
amassed across various websites and online archives. It also shows that membersʼ activities have
stretched beyond code contributions, including aspects of socialisation, collaboration and community
building which were necessary to the sustainability of the OS code and its platform.
To tackle the Mifos study, we have broken our analysis into three stages, namely visualisation, Mifos
genealogy and content analysis. We focused on the mailing lists as a research proxy which has contained
20,000 posts over the period of observation. Visualisation in this case was crucial to describe the ʻstuffʼ the
Mifos community was made of. It provided a sense of community and togetherness in the measurable
terms of density, materiality, divisions and scope. Based on participantsʼ behaviour in the mailing list, we
have traced back the history of the Mifos community and its multiple participant groups. We have also
used complementary data from other online sources and interviews, as well as documented key
mechanisms of OS collaboration, problem solving and knowledge sharing.

Lara Huber
Darmstadt University of Technology

Data Sharing in the Advent of A Cloud Computing.
Prospects & Perils of Big Databasing in Neuroscience – a Philosophical Analysis
In the neurosciences frameworks of sharing primary data more and more are becoming important tools of
data mining practices. Neuroinformatics, this is to say the development and application of software and
infrastructure, has been funded continuously since the early 1990s (cf. NHI Human Brain Project; NHI
Human Connectome Project). As a result and due to the growing impact of imaging based trial design in
cognitive neuroscience, several quite ambitious frameworks for primary data sharing emerged, e.g. the
Laboratory of Neuro Imaging (LONI) at the University of California Los Angeles, USA. Besides imaging
data, research consortiums hosted at LONI, such as most prominently the Alzheimerʼs Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), are providing clinical and biomarker data as much as genome sequencing
data. The project is said to having obtained whole genome sequences on the largest cohort of individuals
related to a single disease. Recently, ADNI and its European partner, the neuGRID project, launched
GAAIN, the Global Alzheimerʼs Association Interactive Network, built on an international database
framework with the aim of providing a higher level of global open data sharing using cloud computing (cf.
gaain.org).
Drawing upon research initiatives in neuroscience, this paper analyses how frameworks of (open) data
sharing generate and endorse standard protocols of research into brain morphology and function. Do
regimes of data rendering, integrating and distributing change significantly in the advent of cloud
12
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computing, given that the latter allows for linking databases throughout the world and expanding their data
processing capability significantly? Additionally, the paper focuses on the question in how far new
protocols impact on research paradigms in this field, including innovative initiatives (cf. the newly
established European Human Brain Project: humanbrainproject.eu) as much as state-of-the-art
prerequisites for clinical research into neuropsychiatric diseases.

Nadine Levin

Sabina Leonelli

University of Exeter

University of Exeter

Dagmara Weckowska

David Castle

University of Edinburgh

University of Edinburgh

John Dupre
University of Exeter

Questioning The “Openness” Of Big Data
This presentation critically examines the meanings and consequences of recent policy guidelines to make
data-intensive science “open” in the UK and elsewhere. Through a variety of formal and informal policies,
scientific communities have been encouraged to share and disseminate both the published results and
raw data obtained through their research. It is argued that making such materials available will enable
researchers to harness the untapped knowledge-generating potential of data through a variety of mining
tools, enhancing the productivity of scientific research.
Despite widespread moves towards “open access” and “open data,” both the underlying motivations and
also the practical implications of data-sharing/dissemination are now only beginning to come under
empirical scrutiny. Open policies in science thus raise crucial questions about the very meaning of the
term ʻopen.ʼ Does it imply equal access to everyone, or something else? How do scientists themselves
understand this term? Are there multiple meanings or types of openness?
Ultimately, this presentation discusses the multiple meanings of openness in data-intensive research, by
examining and juxtaposing: (1) current scientific discourses on the methods and limits of data sharing, and
(2) scientistsʼ understandings of their obligations towards their funders, including both public and private
stakeholders. We base our discussion on the findings of a one-year ESRC Cross-Linkage Grant on Open
Data and Open Innovation, which involved in-depth interviews with key scientists in systems and synthetic
biology in the UK. Consequently, we argue that such issues are tightly interrelated with the constraints and
challenges involved in managing scientific research on an everyday basis. Practical considerations include
the resources (databases, networks, infrastructures) used to facilitate data sharing, as well as the
commercial issues and/or intellectual property regimes to which different individuals/groups are subjected.

–––––––––––––––––
SESSION 4: When Size Doesn’t Matter: Fabricating Data in the Field of
Aesthetic Practices
Thursday 20, 15:30-17:00
The research project “Aesthetic Practices after Bologna: Architecture, Design and Fine Arts as Epistemic
Cultures in the Making” focuses on the education of core practices in architecture, design, and the fine
arts. Using a multi-sited ethnographic approach we are about to examine how aesthetic practices are
taught in the context of higher education and whether and how the observed fields have established
themselves as academic disciplines at Swiss universities.
In our empirical work we are about to simultaneously collect and produce a variety of data. This material is
consisting of field notes, brochures and other written documents, transcribed interviews, photographs,
sketches and secondary literature etc. The collected data is reflecting an already selective extraction of
the ʻrealitiesʼ of the fields observed. They have undergone a complicated process of identification, ordering
and selecting by multiple researchers. Along their fabrication and through the various methodical steps of
data collection and analysis, we assume—according to Latour—that they mutually shape and are being
shaped by the realities they should represent. Similar to a conventional understanding of ʻbig dataʼ in
traditional scientific fields, this ʻlarge ethnographic data setʼ on aesthetic knowledge production raises
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questions about its storage and even more so about the further trajectory of the material recorded on
memory sticks, papers, digital servers, audio-files, and in the researchersʼ minds. Also, in the meantime
the data as well as our ongoing analyses have started to travel, they have been distributed through
presentations, publications and discussions with research colleagues, editors and peers. Yet, they are still
meant to be a representation of the original field. But in particular, our data, aimed at making visible the
normally invisible processes of architectural, artistic and design knowledge production, poses the question
after the social reality of both, the analysed practices and the artistic disciplines that somehow differ
considerably from those in the life sciences and in further big data collecting sciences.
Our research group, consisting of scholars from ETHZ, HKB and ZHdK, suggests to seize the opportunity
of the topic of the Swiss STS meeting dedicated to ʻcollecting, organizing and circulating big dataʼ in order
to reflect about the conceptualization and production of social realities in ethnographic data collection on
aesthetic fields. During the proposed session, we will present some findings and thoughts on how
ethnographers are relating to their own practices of data production.
Moreover we would like to trigger a debate about the politics of meanings, i.e. the understandings and
fabrication of large data sets and the various ways they are treated, circulated, gain meaning and
sometimes even get lost in the world.

Introduction by Priska Gisler (Bern University of the Arts) and Monika Kurath (ETH Zurich):
Comparing Architecture, Design and the Fine Arts:
An Introduction to the Research Project “Aesthetic Practices after Bologna”

Drilona Shehu
Bern University of the Arts

Fine Arts – From Practices to Discourse and Back:
Reconstructing Artistic Practices
This part of the session is concerned with the trajectory of artistic practices through different types of
documents, such as official documents, ethnographic data, interviews, newspapersʼ articles, as well as
Master works. I will aim to show how theses data are indexed on different levels of the studied social
reality and how can they bring the sociologist to the practices that produced them. This process will shed
light on the reconfiguration of artistic practices through the data mediation and helps us understand
different dimensions of their current transformation.

Monica Gaspar
Zurich University of the Arts

Design – Divide and Rule?
The Fragmentation of the Design Discipline as a Symptom of Academization
This part of the session will present ongoing field research in design education. Through the analysis of
the contents and structure of BA and MA programs, the direct observation of teaching situations, and the
insights obtained through interviews with several players in the field (from heads of studies, to teachers
and students) the paper will touch on the challenge of collecting data in a discipline that on the one hand
fights for its academic integrity and robustness, and on the other becomes more and more atomised in a
myriad of specialisations, fragmenting and disconnecting its clusters of knowledge.

Anna Flach
ETH Zurich

Architecture – Collecting, Organizing and Processing Data in and around the Architectural Classroom
My contribution will focus the handling of diverse and multi-sited data, consisting of fieldnotes sketches,
scientific diaries, interviews, photographs, comparisons of class schedules in different years and further
documents, forming the ʻsocial realityʼ of my field. Through a visual and textual analysis of my data, I try to
identify the meaning of sketching in the education of architects. In this notion, my analytical goal is to
extract hints from the data on my underlying research question; in what way sketching is being taught;
rather as a professional skill or as a research practice.
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SESSION 5: Big Data as Scientific Promises I
Friday 21, 11:00-12:30
Chair: Alain Kaufmann
This session welcomes papers dealing with future visions and promises of Big data and other emerging
science and technology (EST). Visions and expectations have always accompany new fields of science
and technology. Today, combined with economic and societal evolution, the competitive regime of
research seems to have favoured ever more the production of technoscientific promises. The means
devoted to communication and efforts invested to attract research funds have increased dramatically, and
narratives, future visions and images are intensively used at all levels in this competition. This session
aims at addressing and articulating two different approaches: questions of analysis, on the one hand, and
societal, ethical and public issues on the other hand. It aims at studying the role of expectations in EST
and in the process of innovation, to approach and reflect on critically hype-yuck patterns, to look how
expectations are crafted, their background imaginary, and how do they circulate and are eventually put to
test of credibility. It aims at focusing the tendency to the naturalisation of technological change; a good
example of which may be given by gene tests, when the promise of Big data collected thanks to the Moore
law in DNA sequencing is (was) presented as necessarily (linearly so to say) entailing personal genomics
in medicine. This session also aims at addressing the ambivalences of contemporary technoscientific
promises, and at raising discussion about “engagement” (STS and ELSI studies) with promissory science
and technology.

Introduction by Marc Audétat (Science-Society Interface, University of Lausanne).

Gaïa Barazzetti
University of Lausanne

Promises of Biobanking for Prospective Genomic Research
Current rapid technological advances in research on the genetic contribution to many common and rare
chronic diseases have fuelled the drive to establish large-scale biobanks as huge collections of human
genetic samples and relevant personal information. The purpose of pooling together these data in
biobanks is to provide a repository of information that can be used as a research tool to investigate the
complex relationship between genotypes, phenotypes and the environment. The promise of large-scale
biobanks for prospective genomic research is to maximize the potential to discover more about medical
conditions, to increase our ability to diagnose, prevent and treat diseases, and to foster a more
personalized approach to medicine.
Genomic biobanking, however, raises several ethical, social and health policy issues associated with data
mining and their future use in research, such as: application of informed consent requirements,
confidentiality and privacy protection, data sharing, public-private partnerships and benefit sharing, and
feedback of individual findings from research to biobank participants. Moreover, questions remain as to
the translation of promises embedded in biobanking into routine medical practice and public health
policies.

Olivier Glassey
OSPS, University of Lausanne

Information technologies as social promises from virtual communities to big data
During the last decades discourses about information and communication technologies showed a strong
lasting trend of capturing and aggregating social dimensions (virtual communities, online social networks,
social bots, social medias, smart mob, crowdsourcing, etc.). These numerous hybrid semantic
combinations both defined what should be expected from the technology and how it should be perceived
and understood by the society. Symmetrically, these terms suggested specific definitions of what the
“social” actually is.
These examples are examined in the first part of this contribution in order to analyze how technological
promises are bundled with social expectations. We consider how the “social” was shaped by different
actors to become key elements in describing, analyzing, promoting, camouflaging and selling information
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technologies. How did this so called “social” emerge as a central component of the narratives abou
prospective use of the technology? What kind of societal futures did these processes put forward?
The second part of the presentation will consider how these enrolments of the “social” within the labeling
and the discourses related to information technologies functionalities find themselves at the core of
existing debates about big data promises. We will argue that this decade long iterative translation
processes between IT and the “social” contributed to frame our perception of what Big Data is or could be.
In other words, we use the specific case of information technologies in order to explore how promises
could have a lasting shaping effect not just in relation with the technologies they were intended for, to but
also on a longer term, for subsequent technologies.

–––––––––––––––––
SESSION 6: Same Old Data?
Friday 21, 11:00-12:30
Chair: Vincent Pidoux

Emmanuel Delille
Berlin Institute for the History of Medicine
Berlin Marc Bloch Center

Using CorText To Deal With Large Medical Databases:
The Example Of A Study On The History Of Psychiatric Epistemology
CorText is a digital platform developed by IFRIS, it has giving social science researchers the possibility of
using data processing software for large corpuses and heterogeneous bibliographic data in free access.
One of the aims of this automatic processing of language is to make the analysis of socio-semantic
networks easier, especially by offering representations based on graphs. The existence of large data
bases such as PubMed for medicine allows the tools of CorText to become an extremely interesting place
to experiment in the field of medical or closely connected history of science. Our main example here is a
research project on the history of certain methods of psychiatric epidemiology developed in Northern
th
America in the second part of the 20 century, especially at the McGill University (Montreal) around Henry
B. M. Murphy, and its circulation in France. Indeed, in a time when scientific production is such that no one
can pretend having read all existing literature on oneʼs field, the confrontation of qualitative analysis
(classic work on archive fonds, analysis of a publication, interview with witnesses, etc.) with a quantitative
analysis on the same research can prove to be fruitful when it reveals differences and similarities in the
results and allows to vary scale levels. From a project supported by the Maison des Sciences de lʼHomme
Paris Nord (MSH-PN) on the joined history of psychiatric epidemiology and transcultural psychiatry after
nd
the 2 World War, I offer to investigate three successive problems, formulated by crossing qualitative and
quantitative approaches. First, we will observe whether the results of the CorText analysis really give the
possibility of making apparent important authors or collectives that went unseen during the qualitative
analysis, crossing American and French publications. Secondly, we will question the visualisation of
CorTextʼs results, as quantitative threshold levels could invert the interpretation of a qualitative result.
Finally, beyond the usual interplay of nuances, we will review the rhythms of the diffusion of knowledge in
the defined communicational space, between Northern America and France. Depending on the preceding
questioning, it might be on this ground that computer aided corpus analysis is likely to bring substantial
benefits.

David Gentilcore, Egidio Priani
University of Leicester

Insanity’s Archive:
Towards a Data Set of Asylum Patients in Late 19th-Century Venice.
The proposed paper will present the data set related to the research project: “Rough Skin: Maize, Pellagra
and Society in Italy, 1750-1930” funded by the Economic and Social Sciences Research Council (UK).
The project reconstructs and analyses the effects of the introduction of maize cultivation in northern Italy, in
all its aspects, with the focus on its most deleterious: the 150-year-long pellagra epidemic. Pellagra was
the disease of the four 'd's: dermatitis, diarrhoea, dementia and death. Because of the insanity that
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pellagra caused in sufferers, an estimated one-half of asylum patients in the latter 19 century were
pellagrins, and it is the records generated about them that will form the basis of the data set.
More specifically, the data set is based on the clinical files of pellagrins hospitalised from 1860 to 1904 in
Venice at San Servolo (men) and San Clemente (women), two of the main mental asylums in Italy at that
time. The data set aims to collect material in order to answer questions about the construction of disease
categories relating to mental illness over the period and the treatment strategies employed. It aims also to
provide a key source for the understanding of changing patient treatment and the social origins of pellagrins.
There is no similar set of hospital records anywhere in Italy, which can be used to shed light on the treatment
th
of pellagrins in the 19 century within the broader contexts of the classification of mental illness and socioeconomic conditions. The data set is crucial also in that it will allow comparison between the extensive work
on ʻinsanityʼs archiveʼ in the English-speaking world and Europe, with the much less studied Italian
experience.

Sophie Mützel
Social Science Research Center Berlin
University of Lucerne

Analysing Large Quantities Of Texts To Trace The Emergence Of A New Scientific Field
The proposed paper focuses on the field of innovative breast cancer therapeutics as it has been forming
since the early 1990s until today. I trace the emergence and development of the field using different tools
to analyze large quantities of texts over the period of 22 years. Data used are different textual corpora on
the scientific and business discussions on scientific discoveries. I model semantic networks as well as
topics over time to show trajectories in the field. Applying methods of computational social science, albeit
on relatively “small” big data sets (ranging from 31,000 to 100,000+ articles), allows to see an entire field
evolving. The paper not only uses the tools of big data research, but also reflects on its usage (discussing
collection issues, choosing tool, algorithms, as well as visualization issues) and places the research
approach within larger theoretical and methodological discussions of the social sciences.
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SESSION 7: Big Data as Scientific Promises II
Friday 21, 15:30-17:00
Chair: Marc Audétat

Richard Marion
University of Lausanne

Engineering the Future – A Chinese Promise?
While Sino-Western education is strongly rising in China for at least a decade, I would like to focus on joint
Sino-French engineering schools. Having spent three months of ethnographic immersion there and
realised 60 interviews on the field, my presentation will share a global perspective about what it draws for
science and technology in China as seen for the future by fieldwork actors. Those schools are presented
as elite schools to train some of the best engineers the country would need tomorrow. A precise and
systematic analyse of discourses about what could and should the future be like will be projected on the
fieldwork data first conclusions.
This way, I will try to show such elite international institutions brings or even embody promises about
science and technology, promises that their graduate engineers will meet tomorrowʼs challendes and that
they will be able to shape the world at the advantage of China.
Saying so, there is no need to mean that what people say would be what people do and even less the way
things finally happen. Thatʼs why the interaction of strong although -very smooth, if not plain- discourses
with everyday constraints and practical issues materiality gives. Thatʼs why the key challenge of this
presentation will be to observe on the field how actors actually articulate discourses and everyday acting
through big and little contrainsts that shape what they actually do. Thus, we will enter the concrete stage
of the fabrication of so called ʻbicultural elite engineersʼ. To what extend do promising discourses play an
autonomous game? How do they get tranfered and so transformed through material enaction? What effect
does it have on the dynamic of promises that preceded and launched such elite engineering schools
projects?

Anne-Sophie Godfroy
“Sciences Normes Décision” Team, Paris Sorbonne University/CNRS

Challenging the Benchmarking Culture:
New Methodologies For Large Scale International Cross Comparisons in Human & Social Sciences1
Development of digital databases for the HSS, development of comparative research and development of
software for qualitative and quantitative analysis create a context where the exploration of larger data
collections become possible if we develop appropriate crosscomparative methodologies. In that
perspective, revisiting comparative traditions from other disciplines as linguistics, anthropology, history,
literature or law, could be very fruitful.
Many classifications do not fit actual issues; languages diversity, historically and socially constructed
objects constitute another barrier. Besides, discerning meaningful relations in collections of data, more or
less intuitively, is not possible anymore at large scale, researchers should be able to use tools for coding
or mapping the main concepts to assist them. CAQDAS could be very helpful tools in that perspective, if
used with epistemological awareness and adapted to multi-linguistic contexts. Elements of other traditions
of comparative methodologies in linguistics, anthropology, literature, etc. could be studied and transferred.
Through experiments on existing data, epistemological studies and international workshops, the objectives
of the future research project CROSS are to go beyond variable-oriented and case-oriented approaches
and to formalize methods to compare configurations or systems instead of trying to rank more or less
commensurable variables, providing reliable epistemological frameworks and effective tools to collect, to
browse and to analyze large heterogeneous amounts of data in different languages.
The innovative perspective of CROSS could be summarized in two research interests: First, addressing
epistemological issues, clarifying what and why we compare; second, renewing methodological tools
allowing studies on very large corpus of data. Therefore, CROSS could contribute massively to the
redefinition of HSS research.
The paper will present CROSS objectives and discuss CROSS methodological challenges.
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Research in progress. QUALIPSO project (Using QUALItative Data Processing SOftware for Large Scale International Cross
Comparisons) has been submitted to the French ANR in October 2013.
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Vincent Pidoux
University of Lausanne

Neuroscience and the promise of big sample size
This talk is about a paradox: big neuroscience (big shared databases, big samples, analytics of big data...)
seems to be very much more desired and promised than taken for granted as a reality. This quest is
difficult, and big samples as well as databases may not be so relevant for neuroscientists, as recent past
suggests. Yet representative big samples could be seen as an ideal requisite for relevant science that
arouses escalation of pretention and promises in neuroscience. But contemporary cognitive neuroscience
and functional neuroimaging provide results that convince scientific community as well as a broader
audience with samples that may just be based on a few dozens participants.
In this paper, I will focus on three short case studies in order to discuss the way brain scientists conceive
what big is, and whether or not in their view solid facts should depend on big samples. I will first argue that
in the 1880s, physiologists studying the brain were overwhelmed by the amount of new available brain
knowledge. However, experimental settings didn't include much subjects, to the contrary. For example,
Italian physiologist Angelo Mosso produced his results on plethysmography mainly with one single case,
Michele Bertino. Mosso admitted that "physiologists won't find better experimental subject than Bertino".
In the 1970s, brain researchers working in Cery psychiatry university hospital, near Lausanne, were
overwhelmed by the data that computer produced. But at the same time, they considered computers as a
solution to big data, creating databases of quantitative EEG and neurometrics that, however, were never
implemented. Thirdly, and finally, I will shortly review a recent debate on sample size and the statistical
validity of proposed correlations in fMRI studies (Button et al. 2013).

–––––––––––––––––
SESSION 8: Capturing the Social
Friday 21, 15:30-17:00
Chair: Jelena Martinovic

Anders Blok, Hjalmar Carlsen
Copenhagen University

Envisioning the Social via Big Data:
Interferences & Alignments in a Multidisciplinary Social Science Collaboration
In this paper, we seek to provide an internalist account – grounded in our own participant observation – of
how ʻthe socialʼ comes to be variously and multiply envisioned within an on-going, multidisciplinary, big
data social science research project. The collaborative project, known as Sensible DTU/Social Fabric
(2012-2017), works by deploying smartphones as ʻsocio-metersʼ in order to produce, analyze, and
visualize large quantities of digital trace data on emerging social relations among a freshmen class of
students at the Danish Technical University (DTU) in Copenhagen. Here, physicists, economists,
psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, health scientists, and philosophers all come together,
assembled – in part, at least – through the promise of experimenting with ʻcomputationalʼ social science.
Unsurprisingly, however, tensions and variations exist amongst such diverse disciplinary investments.
Drawing inspiration from STS work on the ʻsocial life of methodsʼ (Ruppert, Law), the paper develops a
notion of big data visions in the social sciences, and uses this to ask questions of how such visions
interfere and/or align with each other in collaborative practices of shaping, organizing, and visualizing
large-scale data on social relations? By big data visions, we seek to capture distinctive ʻstyles of
reasoningʼ (Hacking) around the deployment of big data in the social sciences, including different
investments in promissory claims about social research (ʻvisionʼ as future projection); ways of envisioning
the social and its ontology (ʻvisionʼ as professional gaze); and mundane practices of ordering, calibrating,
and visualizing data (ʻvisionʼ as making visible). In mapping out and comparing how big data visions play
themselves out in the Sensible DTU/Social Fabric case, the paper seeks to reflexively carve out an
ʻinterstitialʼ space in current debates on the promises and pitfalls of big data in the social sciences, set inbetween ʻepochalʼ embrace and ʻcriticalʼ dismissal.
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Primavera De Filippi
Administrative Science Studies and Research Center, CNRS

Analysing the Legal & Moral Obligations of Online Operators in the Era of Big Data
Big data refers to the collection and aggregation of a very large amount of data into specialized data
centers with powerful computational hardware and software resources. Processing and analysing data in
aggregated form allows for new patterns or correlations to be found, which could potentially be used to
derive or produce additional information. By aggregating different datasets together, online operators can
deduce or infer new information about their user-base, which often goes beyond the information that was
explicitly or implicitly provided by users. Indeed, as the amount of data collected keeps growing, it
becomes more and more likely that large online operators, such as Google, Facebook, or Amazon actually
know more about their users preferences and behaviors than the users themselves. Indeed, while data
analysis could provide valuable (and often accurate) information about general economic or societal
trends, the identification of specific patterns of behavior could also be used to derive precise and specific
information about users, such as their taste, their state of mind or current affairs (e.g. credit cards
companies were able to identify people with extra-marital affairs). Thus, beyond the standard
recommendations system or the sophisticated mechanisms of customization aimed at providing a more
personalized service to users, online service providers might potentially rely on big data analysis to
preserve public order and/or further the general interests of society. Given their exclusive access to a
huge volume of information about users, the question arises as to whether large online operators
operators are under the moral obligation to intervene ex-ante in order to promote or prevent certain types
of behaviors, to protect users from an imminent danger (e.g. by communicating userʼs depressive
symptoms to their doctor) or to prevent crimes or other illegal activities (e.g. by reporting suspicious
activities to the police, or suggesting to put users exhibiting the behavioural pattern of a criminal under
surveillance). While this might lead to a safer and more controlled society, there are, however, great risks
in endowing online operators with the right (or even the duty) to disclose personal information to public
and/or private authorities, merely on the basis of users pasts and current behaviors.

Sami Coll
University of Geneva

Olivier Glassey
University of Lausanne

Bigger than Big Data? Analyzing Big Data in their Production Context
Big data is obviously first of all about… data. As big data initiatives seems to grow exponentially with tools
extracting them from existing databases, bodies in movements, traces of social activities, much attention
had been focused on their scientific pertinence and on their societal implications. While these discussions
are fruitful they are often leaving out the actual conditions of production of these data and the type of
operations and transformations which make them “big”.
In our contribution we look at big data as the result of multiple translation processes (Callon, 1986) which
need to be carefully identified and analysed. From the specific context of data extraction, the type of
interconnection, fusion, merging or cross-matching they allows, to the epistemic value attached to their
use within massive databases we will discuss how big data are shaped and also are shaping their own
definition. We will use examples drawn from several case studies (within and outside the scientific
community) to document these translations processes as socio-technical articulations which allows us to
understand the interest of their promoters and raise the question the data reification.
Overall, the proposed systematic approach is aimed to setup a theoretical framework enabling the
comparison of different big data initiatives. In a context in which scientific disciplines, but also private and
public actors are entering the big data arena we do think that such a frame could contribute to clarify the
discussion on both scientific and ethical issues.
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SESSION 9: An Epistemic Turning Point?
Saturday 22, 11:00-12:30
Chair: Marc Audétat

Martin Deschauer
Goethe University Frankfurt

Computer Simulations as Unifying Models?
In an STS-informed empirical research I explore how scientific knowledge is produced in todayʼs
computational neuroscience. Therefore, my case in point for the computerized modelling of cerebral
functions is the Blue Brain Project (and the emerged Human Brain Project), located next door to the Swiss
STS-Meeting in Lausanne. Researchers at the Brain Mind Institute of the EPFL have been working since
2005 on building an as detailed as possible computer simulation of brain processes using an IBM
supercomputer. The projectʻs goal is to reverse engineer a human brain with its approximately 100 billions
neurons until 2023, since 2013 in the context of a FET-Flagship-Project. In their (successful) Report to the
European Commission they write: “Modern neuroscience has been enormously productive but
unsystematic. […] Today we urgently need to integrate this data – to show how the parts fit together in a
single multi-level system.” (Human Brain Project Report 2012, p. 8)
Social scientists have described computer simulations as an epistemic practice with a new quality of
artificiality and as a way of “experimenting with theories" (Günter Küppers/Johannes Lenhard).
Simulations use the language of physics and mathematics to describe the epistemic object. According to
Hans-Jörg Rheinberger, "nature itself" (in a technological and scientific sense) only becomes real as a
model.
My paper deals with the question, how can such a constellation of a brain simulation be epistemically
active? Furthermore, I would like to discuss, if computer simulations could be the 21st century version of
an atlas or encyclopedia? Is the idea of a unified model the road to success? Do computer simulations
have special capabilities in an epistemic process to call them the third pillar of science next to theory and
experiment?

Alban Frei
ETH Zurich

Big numbers and big data – Systems biology in Switzerland
Systems biology is one of the emerging fields in current life sciences. The umbrella term system covers
different aspects that are considered to be crucial in facing the challenges in postgenomic biology.
Therefore systems biology stands for a holistic, process-oriented, systemic, theoretical and particularly for
a quantitative approach to biology. Enormous amounts of –omics data such as genomics, proteomics and
metabolomics are collected, stored and ordered in bio-databanks and should serve as a basis for
modelling biological functions and processes. This emphasis on data was often interpreted as a paradigm
shift that changed biology into a quantitative science at last. Nevertheless this interpretation can be, and
often has been revisited; it is a fact that the primacy of big data in current life science had great impact on
science funding and on establishing large-scale research programmes. One can say, that the talking
about computing power, data-banking, modelling and programming in combination with fundamental
st
biological questions transformed biology semantically into the 21 century. Therefore it was attractive for
politicians and decision-makers to support big research programmes in the life sciences.
In my paper I will analyse the discourse on big data in SystemsX, the Swiss initiative in systems biology.
With nearly half billion Swiss francs invested, SystemsX began to be described as big science. Before the
initiative became a nationwide funding-distribution-network it was conceptualized as a researchcooperation between ETH Zurich, and the universities of Basel and Zurich. Systems biology research
projects were planned to be hosted in different places and held together by technology platforms called
“glue projects”. The most consistent glue project was a big data facility that under the name of SyBIT now
serves as the SystemsX-IT provider. However, I will argue that the talking about big data and big science
in combination with biology created an interface – or glue – between scientists and policy-makers that
enabled a large-dimensioned life science initiative in Switzerland in the first place.
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Ronan Le Roux
CETCOPRA, Paris I University

Theory-ladenness in omic biomarker research
In the 2000s, so-called “hypothesis-free” research strategies have attracted attention within biomedical
sciences and elsewhere (Hey et al., 2009; Leonelli, 2012). Thanks to powerful instruments, their purpose
is to search among huge quantities of data for correlations without any prior hypothesis about the
biological mechanisms involved in the disease. In this respect, they have sometimes led to claim the “end
of theory” as a new age for science (Anderson, 2008). One can assume that such a claim is exacerbated
in contexts where no theoretical framework is achieved enough to describe or predict accurately what
should be observed, as is often the case with the molecular mechanisms for the genesis and evolution of
cancers.
Those new, so-called “data-driven” strategies, and the claims they have generated, have raised
sometimes harsh debates concerning their nature, value and legitimacy, about whether one does better
science (or even any science at all) with or without models or theoretical a priori (Weinberg, 2010;
Pigliucci, 2009; Weinstein, 2002). Besides this normative debate, other authors have denied that
biomedical Big data is theory-free, and argued that it remains as much theory-laden as “classical” science
(Callebaut, 2012).
The case study deals with molecular diagnostics, which consists in the attempt to adapt high throughput
instruments for the detection and prognosis of complex diseases, such as cancer. Gathering philosophical
reflection, analysis of technical and scientific literature, and interviews, I argue against the claim that
molecular diagnostics is merely technology-driven. Because instrumental strategies are little constrained
by theory does not mean they are free of any belief or representation. However, the expression “theoryladen” can have several meanings (Heidelberger, 2003). Since there is no scientific theory able to guide
early detection of cancer, how theory-laden molecular diagnostics is deserves further clarification. Instead
of searching into general philosophical arguments for supporting my point, I turn to actual records of -omic
developments. It is generally acknowledged in the science studies literature that underlying theoretical
presuppositions are often revealed during controversies. Since controversies occur between -omic
approaches, it is natural to wonder whether they are an indicator of background theoretical commitments
and representations, and, if so, whether and how these are related to technology.
After an overview of the importance of technology in post-genomic biomedicine, I focus on a controversy
that took place in 2003 with early unfortunate attempts to apply proteomics to the screening of ovarian
cancer. I stress how presuppositions underlie research strategies, even those who claim to be hypothesisfree. Then, I show that this background of representations and commitments is not reducible to rhetorical
artifacts, that is, they neither reflect a cognitive division of labor, nor a struggle for funding; they express
genuine convictions from researchers and are deeply culturally rooted. Finally, I address the question of
how commitments and technology can be interrelated.
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ROUNDTABLES
	
  
	
  
	
  

Roundtable with a panel of Big Data managers in the field of life sciences
Thursday 20 February 2014, 17:30-18:45, Amphimax 414

Thomas Heinis
Post-doctoral researcher, Data-Intensive Applications and Systems Laboratory - EPFL, Lausanne

Vincent Mooser
Professor, Head of the Lausanne Institutional Biobank – CHUV, Lausanne

Patrice Poiraud
Smarter Analytics & Big Data Initiative Leader – IBM France

Roundtable with a panel of Big Data managers in the field of social sciences
and humanities
Friday 21 February 2014, 17:30-18:45, Amphimax 414

Boi Faltings
Director of the Social Media Lab – EPFL, Lausanne
Professor, Faculty of Information and Communication Sciences – EPFL, Lausanne
Founder and director of the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory – EPFL, Lausanne

Stéphane Grumbach
Senior Scientist – French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)
Adjunct Director – IXXI, Rhône-Alpes Complex Systems Institute

Frédéric Kaplan
Assistant Professor, Digital Humanities Laboratory - EPFL, Lausanne

Jean-Henry Morin
Associate Professor, Institute of Services Science, HEC – UNIGE, Geneva
President of ThinkServices – Think Tank on Services Science and Innovation, Geneva
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CULTURAL EVENT:
	
  
	
  

pulse – wave – beat
Café Théâtre Le Bourg, 51 rue de Bourg – Lausanne
Doors: 20h30

Klara Schilliger, Valerian Maly & Lara Stanic (CH)
Electro-acoustic performances & playful avant-garde

We Spoke (UK/CH)
Metamorphosing percussions – intimate, spellbinding, forceful!

Aftershow : DJ Feibien (CH)
Tribal soul & hypnotic melodies – your feet wonʼt obey you anymore

Percussions, feedback, sine waves: the event pulse – wave – beat carefully listens to the small tunes
and big sounds that so often carry electronic or amplified music on their shoulders without us even
noticing them. The two performances of the evening invite our ears to pay high attention to those cracks,
snaps, beeps and variations at the limits of perception, and to open up our hearing to an astonishing
richness in sound.
Klara Schilliger, Valerian Maly & Lara Stanic (also active members of the group GingerEnsemble)
combine a “historical performance practice” with the exploration of the flesh and bone of contemporary
th
composition. The three performers both operate heavy, early 20 century machinery like sine-wave
generators as well as self-made electronic devices that playfully engage with the physical body of the
performers. A spectacle for the eyes and ears that is not afraid of feedback: watch your eardrums!
The eclectic music company We Spoke, appearing as a quartet for this occasion, presents a production
focusing on the creative use of repetition. Performing pieces by American minimalist composer Steve
Reich and Basel drummer and composer Fritz Hauser, the program called Looping carries us through
different rhythmical spheres and renders our ears sensitive to the very subtle sound changes created by
repetition. A conceptual, intimate, spellbinding and forceful experience!
To conclude the evening, the mesmerizing tunes of DJ Feibien will warm your hearts, galvanize your
bones and bewitch your feet to prevent you from going home too early. We are not kidding, this guy could
hypnotize a raging bull if he wanted to.
malyschilliger.ch | larastanic.ch | wespoke.ch | le-bourg.ch

This event is supported by the city of Lausanne:
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How to find the conference rooms:
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From “Lausanne-Flon” metro station
to the Café Théâtre Le Bourg (a ten-minute walk).

In case of bad weather or tired feet, take the M2 metro going to “Croisettes” at “LausanneFlon” station and get off at “Bessières”. Take the elevator to the upper floor, go down
Caroline Street for about 75 meters, then turn right: you will find yourself just next to Le
Bourg.

	
  

Cultural Event:
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